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(57) ABSTRACT 

Computer methods, systems, and devices, providing auto 
matic permutations of a programmed modi?ed random 
symbol square matrix producing one time pad messages are 
disclosed enabling messages to be encrypted from plain text 
Which is typed into a computer thereby selecting random 
symbols from the matrix. Typing in text in a continuous 
stream yields a continuous stream of enciphered symbols. 
The input into a computer via an input device activates a 
computer program driven device called a sliding scale 
Whose function is to select random symbols from the matrix. 
The sliding scale responds to the program containing the 
applicable algorithms for encryption and decryption. Initi 
ating input into the computer requires the selection of an 
entry point to activate the algorithms given in the Appendix 
herein. In the 96x96 Square described, there are 9216 entry 
points yielding many individual alphabets from Which to 
select random symbols. 
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| '7 Fig.3 

// §L|DING SCALE; 
7“ p?c-mmax POINTER 
l BCDEFGHIJ . . . . . “2017.34 . . ‘ . J) 

Row 1 , B ......... . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . i . . i . . . . . . . . . ..(thru column ‘)6 

Row 2 L X R K . . . . . . . . . . . t . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . ..(1hru column 96) 

Row 3 U V X K L T . . . . , . ‘ . . . . ..(thru column 96) 

Thu: Row 96 first encoded symbol] 
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Fig.4 

SLIDING SCALE 

FNDQGOIMER IBCDIQFGHIJ ..... ..Z0l234 .... ..9 
+ 

C0ls.‘-—-">' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111 12 13 . . . . . . . . . ..'.'.'.‘?T..!(thruc0lumn96) 

Rowl P Q A L ..... ............................ .. ..(thru column 96) 

Row 2 V K ............................ . .(thru column 96) 

‘ Second encoded symbol | 
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Fig.5 / w 
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ALPHABET SOUP CRYPTOGRAPHY 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention provides an improved method, sys 
tem, and devices for encrypted data processing including 
encryption, and decryption. It relates to computer systems 
containing devices that have installed therein programmed 
encryption methods Which Will yield an encrypted ‘one 
time-pad’ message by automatically selecting symbols from 
a modi?ed Vigenere Square matrix containing randomly 
scrambled alphabets, numbers and symbols. Alphabet Soup 
produces one time pad messages in that it composes 
encrypted messages of totally random symbols. This is done 
by typing literal script into a computer containing the 
Alphabet Soup encryption and decryption programs. Tradi 
tional one time pads are sloW and cumbersome. Alphabet 
Soup moves at the speed of the capability of the typist. This 
invention alloWs anyone With computer capabilities to com 
pose one time pad messages Which Were once the purvieW 
of cryptographers and cryptanalyists. It gives them the 
ability to decrypt encoded messages in an almost instanta 
neous operation that once Was extremely time consuming. 
Anyone With an Alphabet Soup system can encrypt volu 
minous data ?les at Whatever speed the typist is capable of. 
Decryption of these data ?les is even quicker. The inventive 
concept consists of a unique method for data encryption 
embodied in a computer program Written in a high level 
computer language incorporating the capabilities of produc 
ing and communicating a one time pad message Without all 
of the associated problems of transmission, or the clumsi 
ness of composition and decryption. The savings in time, 
advance in capabilities, and use by individuals not in the 
World of cryptography make this a user friendly desirable 
acquisition. The decryption process is the reverse of the 
encryption-process. The algorithms for these processes are 
contained in Appendix 1, and 2, herein, With their attendant 
?oW charts, FIG. 6, and FIG. 7. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWING(S) 

[0002] FIG. 1 is a plan vieW of Vigenere Square Matrix 
With Sliding Scale and Index Pointer. 

[0003] FIG. 2 is a fragmentary schematic of a modi?ed 
Matrix 1‘ With Sliding Scale and Index Pointer. 

[0004] FIGS. 3, 4, and 5 constitute a fragmentary sche 
matic diagram of the Matrix 1‘ With Sliding Scale and Index 
Pointer. 

[0005] FIG. 3 illustrates the selection of the ?rst symbol 
of the encoded message. 

[0006] FIG. 4 illustrates the selection of the second sym 
bol of the encoded message. 

[0007] FIG. 5 illustrates the selection of the third symbol 
of the encoded message. 

[0008] FIG. 6 is a How diagram of the method for con 
verting literal characters of a national language into 
encrypted symbols to be contained in an encrypted message, 
illustrating operation of the algorithm in Appendix 1. 

[0009] FIG. 7 is a How diagram of the method for con 
verting encrypted symbols into the national language from 
Which the encrypted message Was derived illustrating the 
operation of the algorithm in Appendix 2. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBBODIMENT OF THE 

INVENTION 

[0010] This invention consists of the folloWing compo 
nents: 

[0011] a) a matrix containing totally randomiZed 
symbols consisting of the upper and loWer case 
English alphabets, the numerals 0-9 and all the 
non-literal symbols on the 104 keys of an expanded 
computer keyboard Which includes the carriage 
return (enter) and the space bar, i.e. 26+26+10+32+ 
2=96 symbols in this implementation. These 96 
symbols are scrambled randomly and laid out in 
strings, or roWs, of Which there are 96 forming a 
96x96 matrix. The matrix is divided into 9216 cells 
Which are numbered consecutively from 1 in the 
upper left hand corner to 9216 in the loWer right hand 
corner. Each of these squares contains a random 
alphabet letter, a numeral, a symbol, or a carriage 
return or space bar. Activation of any of these 
‘symbols’ including the space bar or the carriage 
return via a computer keyboard Will yield an 
encrypted ‘symbol’ in an encrypted message. Blank 
spaces in the encrypted message Will indicate an 
encrypted symbol. It is not necessary that the matrix 
consist of a 96x96 square. It can be expanded or 
compressed to a different siZe depending on the 
languages used. 

[0012] b) the second component is a device called a 
Sliding Scale. This device is separate from the matrix 
and acts independently of it moving from left to 
right, or right to left, and vertically, either in a 
doWnWard or upWard motion in relation to the 
matrix. It contains on it’s face all of the alphabets, 
numerals and symbols including spaces for the space 
bar and carriage return arranged systematically, A. . 
. Z, a . . . Z, 0 9,~ . . ./. It also has mounted on it an 

Index Pointer used for positioning the Sliding Scale 
over an entry point into the matrix for the purpose of 
selecting encrypted characters from the matrix. 

[0013] c) The third component is the high level 
computer code contained herein as Appendixes 1 and 
2, for encryption and decryption. This code may be 
installed in the memory of a hard drive of a variety 
of computers, on ?oppy disks or other storage media 
of various types for use in computers. It should be 
noted that the above description of components is by 
Way of explanation of their characteristics, they exist 
only in the computer code of the Appendixes. 

[0014] The present invention may be implemented in a 
variety of Ways using both hardWired, and Wireless systems. 
It can utiliZe the variety of operating systems available in a 
multiplicity of computers such as personal computers, mid 
range, mainframe, or super-computers. The invention con 
sists of a unique method for producing “one time pad” 
messages utiliZing the computer code of Appendixes 1, and 
2, Which can be installed on a variety of computer drives or 
disk devices. These can be used for transmission of 
encrypted data, or secure storage of sensitive information in 
computer memory or other computer storage media. The 
computer code in the Appendixes contain the all the 
attributes of the randomiZed matrix and those of the Sliding 
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Scale, these being activated by the Appendixes. The above 
cited algorithms are used to compose encrypted messages 
known as “one time pads” in extremely rapid fashion and 
decrypts these messages also, in a rapid and timely manner. 

[0015] Referring to the draWings, FIG. 1. is a Vigenere 
Square matrix 1, used herein only to illustrate the initial 
positioning of the Sliding Scale With respect to a matrix With 
a horiZontal roW outside and across the top of the matrix 2. 
This outside roW, hereinafter called the Sliding Scale 2 is a 
separate device from the matrix 1 and is shoWn With an 
af?xed index pointer 3. The sliding scale 2, With its af?xed 
index pointer 3 moves as one complete unit, independently 
of the randomiZed matrix 1‘, but in coordination With it as 
directed by the computer programs, Appendixes 1, and 2, 
installed in computer memory, or removable and transport 
able ?oppy disks. It can move left to right or right to left and 
vertically in either direction. The actions and motions of, and 
the literal message characters of the sliding scale 2 are 
contained in the computer programs, Appendixes 1, and 2, 
Which direct the Sliding Scale’s coordinated interaction With 
the matrix 1‘. These literal encrypted characters are also 
contained in the computer programs, Appendixes 1 and 2. 

[0016] FIG. 2, FIG. 3, FIG. 4, and FIG. 5, are all 
abbreviated schematics of a modi?ed random matrix 1‘, each 
With an attendant Sliding Scale 2 and its appended Index 
Pointer 3. They indicate the siZe of the present invention, 
being comprised of 96 roWs, 4, 5, 6, and 96 columns, 7. In 
practice except as described herein each of these roWs, 4, 5, 
6, and columns 7 of the matrix 1‘ contain the same charac 
ters, except randomly scrambled, as those on the sliding 
scale 2, Which are not scrambled but arranged systemati 
cally. FIGS. 6 and 7 are How charts illustrating encryption 
and decryption programmed in Appendixes 1 and 2. 

[0017] It is not necessary that the message characters of 
the sliding scale 2 be of the same language as those in the 
matrix 1‘. The languages may vary, i.e., the sliding scale 2 in 
English and the matrix 1‘ characters in Sanskrit, or the 
sliding scale 2 in Russian and the matrix 1‘ in Japanese 
ideograms. The national language to be encrypted is present 
on the sliding scale 2, and the encrypted characters are 
present in the matrix 1‘. The combinations are many and 
varied Wherein the sliding scale 2 and the matrix 1‘ may each 
correspond to characters of differing Written languages. 
FIG. 2. in its rendition is only an illustrative example of an 
English representation of a matrix 1‘ The scrambled symbols 
of the matrix 1‘ lie in consecutively numbered cells of the 
matrix 1‘ Which are numbered from 1 to 9216, each of these 
cells being a potential entry point into the matrix. . 

[0018] In FIG. 2, Column 1, roW 1, contains an X, 8; 
Column 8, roW 2, contains an L, 8‘; Column 11, roW 3, 
contains a V, 8“. In practice all roWs and columns shall 
contain encryption symbols, and non-symbols, such as the 
spacer and the carriage return present on a keyboard. These 
non-symbols are represented both on the sliding scale, 2, and 
in the matrix 1‘, both appearing in encrypted messages as 
encrypted symbols and not as spacers betWeen groups of 
Words. In conjunction With the Sliding Scale 2 and as 
indicated in FIGS. 3, 4, and 5, messages of any length and 
complexity can be constructed based on programmed soft 
Ware as directed by the Algorithms given in Appendixes 1, 
and 2. 
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[0019] Referring to FIG. 3. illustrates the initiation of 
encoding a message by selection of an entry point 9, the 4th 
cell of the matix,1‘, and overlaying the sliding scale 2 With 
its appended index pointer 3 above the entry point 9, in roW 
1, Which is Within the matrix 1‘, Which contains the letter P, 
9‘. Moving laterally along the Sliding Scale 2 the ?rst letter 
of the message to be encoded is C, 10, residing on the sliding 
scale 2. The symbol beneath it and being in the same roW as 
the entry point (number 4 in roW 1) of the matrix 1‘ is A 11, 
Which is the ?rst encoded symbol of the encoded message. 
Although this initial entry point 9 chosen is in roW 1, any 
entry point from 1 to 9216 may be chosen in any of the 96 
roWs. Referring to FIG. 4. illustrates the choosing of the 
second encrypted symbol of the encrypted message. Move 
the sliding scale 2 doWn one roW to the next roW, 5, (roW 
2),Which is immediately beneath the roW 1, 4 from Which the 
?rst encrypted symbol 11, of the message Was picked. The 
symbol beneath the initial encoded A 11 of the matrix is Z, 
12 being in roW 2, 5, lying in Column 6. Position the sliding 
scales index pointer 3 over the symbol Z, 12 in this second 
roW 5, Which is immediately beloW the A 11 Which Was 
chosen as the ?rst encoded symbol of the message. The 
second letter of the message to be encoded is an E, 13. Move 
laterally doWn the sliding scale 2 to the letter E, 13 on it. The 
symbol beneath it, being in the second roW 5 of the matrix 
1‘, is the symbol R, 14 (in roW 2) and lying in Column 10, 
Which is the second encoded symbol 14 of the encrypted 
message. 

[0020] Referring to FIG. 5. illustrates the choosing of the 
third encrypted symbol of the encrypted message. Move the 
sliding scale 2 doWn one roW to the next roW 6, (roW 3) 
Which is immediately beneath roW 2, from Which the second 
encrypted symbol 14 of the message Was picked. The 
symbol beneath the second encrypted symbol R 14, in roW 
3, 6, is U, 15, lying in Column 10. Position the sliding 
scale’s 2 index pointer 3 above the U, 15 in roW 3, (the 
symbol beloW the R symbol in roW 2) and move laterally 
along the sliding scale 2 to third letter to be encrypted, being 
in roW 3, Which is D, 16 on the sliding scale 2. The symbol 
beneath the D 16 of the sliding scale 2, being in the third roW 
6 is a K 17 Which is the third encrypted symbol of the 
encrypted message, lying in Column 13. Thus the letters 
CED are encrypted to the symbols ARK. Choosing different 
initial entry points other than 4 With its symbol P, 9, Would 
yield many variations of the encoded ARK. 

[0021] Each succeeding symbol of the encrypted message 
is chosen in the same manner by moving from entry point to 
entry point. 

[0022] It is evident that choosing a different initial entry 
point Will yield a different encrypted message With many 
possible variations. 

[0023] It should be noted that if an entry point is chosen 
such that the sliding scale extends beyond the end of a roW, 
the sliding scale Wraps back to the beginning of the same 
roW. 

[0024] While the invention has been shoWn and described 
With reference to a preferred embodiment, it Will be under 
stood by those skilled in the art that various changes in form 
and detail may be made Without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. Further objects and features of this 
invention Will be apparent to those skilled in the art When 
considered in conjunction With the accompanying draWings. 
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[0025] In FIG. 6 and FIG. 7, the annotated numerals 
therein correspond to annotated numerals contained in the 
Appendixes. 
[0026] With reference noW to FIG. 6, and FIG. 7 there are 
depicted high level How diagrams of the method of convert 
ing a literal alphabetic character, numeral, or symbol, into an 
encrypted symbol, FIG. 6, or decryption of encrypted sym 
bols, FIG. 7 in accordance With the preferred embodiment 
of this invention. The computer program called Alphabet 
Soup, de?ned in the Appendixes 1 and 2 perform these 
functions. This program is contained either in a computer 
system memory or other computer media devices. The 
encryption process begins at start, 19. Items 20 and 21 of the 
How chart are contained in the activated computer program. 
Selection of an entry point into matrix containing randomly 
scrambled alphabets, numerals, and symbols is the next step, 
22. Step 23 accepts the character to be encrypted. Step 24 is 
an IF statement in computer code. If no more characters are 
to be encrypted and is the end of input then close the 
encrypted ?le and exit the program, steps 28 and 29. If there 
are further characters to be encripted, encript the character 
25 and Write the character to the output ?le 26. Re-compute 
a neW start position 27 and loop back to reading in a neW 
character 23. This process continues as long as neW char 
acters to be encrypted are input to the computer code. 

[0027] With regard to FIG. 7, decryption of en encrypted 
message is de?ned in Appendix 2. Repeat steps 19, 20, and 
21 Which are listed as steps 30, 31, and 32. Step 33 inputs 
the start position, or entry point, of the encryption process. 
Read in an encrypted character 34 from the encrypted 
message. Step 35 is an IF statement in the computer code. If 
no more characters are to be read in from the encrypted 
message and We have come to the end of input ?le 35, close 
the decrypted input ?le 38 and exit the program 39. If there 
are further characters to be decrypted 36, print out the 
decrypted character 37, loop back to read in the next 
character from the encrypted ?le 34. This process continues 
as long as neW characters to be decrypted are input to the 
computer code. 

[0028] It is important to note that although the present 
invention has been described in the context of a fully 
functional computer system, those skilled in the art Will 
appreciate that the mechanisms of the present invention are 
capable of being distributed as a program product in a 
variety of forms, and that the present invention applies 
equally regardless of the particular type of signal bearing 
media utiliZed to actually carry out the distribution. 
Examples of signal bearing media include but are not limited 
to recordable type media such as ?oppy disks or CD-ROMS, 
or computer tapes, and transmission type media such as 
analogue or digital communications links, both hard Wired 
and Wireless. 

APPENDIX 1 

Encryption Algorithm 
PSEUDO CODE FOR ALPHABET SOUP 

/* The Encryption algorithm reads in characters from a terminal, 
encrypts them and Writes them out to an output ?le. When a Control-D 
character is typed, then the message is considered complete. */ 
Begin //(~19) 
char matrix[9216]; /* The matrix of 96 roWs of 96 characters */ 
/* Fill 96 x 96 matrix With characters */ // (~20) 

May 27, 2004 

APPENDIX 1-continued 

Encryption Algorithm 
PSEUDO CODE FOR ALPHABET SOUP 

matrix[9214] = ‘x’; 

/* Fill alphaiarray With the 96 characters */ // (~21) 
alphafarray[0] = ‘A’; 

alphaiarray[1] = ‘B’; 

alphaiarray[94] = ‘ ‘; 

alphaiarray[95] = ‘<cr>’; 

startipos = X; /* start position is a random number X */ // (~22) 
entryipt = X; 

algorithm = startipos/9216; /* algorithm = startipos div 9216 */ 

startipos = startipos — (algorithm* 9216); 

While not end of input(CTRL-D) 
loop 
read a character ch // (~23) 

if (ch == CTRLDD) // (~24) 
exit loop; 

if (algoithm == 0) // (~25) 
startipos = getfenfposf0(ch, &startipos); 
else if (algorithm == 1) 

startipos = getieniposi1(ch, &startipos); 

else if (algorithm == 7) 
startipos = getieniposi7(ch, &startipos); 

/* Write to output ?le the encrypted character */ 
/* matrix[startipos] is the encrypted character */ 

fWrite(matrix[startipos]); // (~26) 
if (algoithm == 0) 

startipos = startipos + 96 + (entryipt mod 96); 
else if (algorithm == n) 

if (startipos > 9215) 
startipos = startipos — 9216; /* Wrap back around to 

the beginning */ // (~27) 
end loop 

close output ?le // (~28) 
end // (29) 
/* This is the getieniposiO routine for algorithm 0. .. */ 
/* A number between 0 and 95 is returned, representing one of 96 
characters */ 
int getfenfposf0(ch, startipos) 
begin 
startipos = startipos / 96; /* get to the starting roW */ 

if (ch <= ‘Z’) and (ch >= ‘A’) 
tmpipos = ch — ‘A’ /* tmpipos = 0.25 */ 

else if (ch <= ‘Z’) and (ch >= ‘a’) 
tmpipos = 26 + (ch — ‘a’); /* tmpipos = 26.51 */ 

else if 

else if (ch == ‘ ‘) 

tmpipos = 94; 

else if (ch == ‘<cr>’) 

tmpipos = 95; 

tmpipos = tmpipos + startipos; 

1’16WifOW = tmpipos / 96; 

if (I16WiI‘OW > startiroW) 
tmpipos = tmpipos — 96; 

return tmpipos 

end 
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[0029] 

APPENDIX 2 

Decryption Algorithm 

/* The Decryption algorithm reads in characters from an input ?le, decrypts them and */ 
/* Writes them out to a terminal screen. */ 

Begin // (~30) 
char alphaiarray[96]; /* The array that holds the 96 printable characters */ 
char matriX[9216]; /* The matriX of 96 roWs of 96 characters */ 
/* Fill 96 x 96 matriX With characters */ // (~31) 

matriX[O] = ‘Y’; 
matriX[1] = ‘p’; 

matriX[9214] = ‘X’; 
matriX[9215] = ‘8:’; 
/* Fill alphaiarray With the 96 characters */ // (32) 
alphafarray[0] = ‘A’; 
alphaiarray[1] = ‘B’; 

alphaiarray[94] = “; 
alphaiarray[95] = ‘<cr>’ 

startipos = X; /* start position is a random number X */ // (~33) 
entryipt = X; 

algorithm = startipos / 9216; /* algorithm = startipos div 9216 */ 
startipos = startipos — (algorithm* 9216); 
While not end of input ?le // (~35) 

loop 
read a character ch // (~34) 
if (algoithm == 0) 

call getfdefposf0(&offset, &startipos, ch); // (~36) 
else if (algorithm == 1) 

call getideiposi1(&offset, &startipos, ch); 

else if (algorithm == 7) 
call getideiposi7(&offset, &startipos, ch); 

/* alphaiarray[offset] is the decrypted character */ 
printf(“%c”, alphaiarray[offset]); // (~37) 
end loop 

close input ?le // (~38) 
end // (~39) 
/* This is the getideiposiO routine for algorithm 0. There are 8 different algorithms. */ 
/* A offset into the alphaiarray is returned Which represents one of 96 characters. */ 
/* An updated startipos is also returned */ 
void getfdefposf0(offset, startipos, ch) 
begin 
offset = 0; 

row = startipos / 96; /* get to the starting roW */ 

i = startipos; 

loop 
1’16WifOW = i / 96; 

lf(1’16WifOW > roW) 
i = i — 96; /* Wrap around to neXt roW */ 

if(matriX[i] == ch) 
eXit loop; /* found the match */ 

offset = offset + 1; 

i = i + 1; 

end loop 
startipos = i + 96 + (entryipt mod 96); 

if(startipos > 9215) 
startipos = startipos — 9216; /* Wrap around to the beginning */ 

end 

We claim: a. selecting an entry point cell into a randomized square 
1~ A method for Converting a literal message Containing matrix containing intersecting roWs and columns of 

literal message characters consisting of alphabets, numerals 
and symbols into an encrypted “one time pad” message 
containing literal encrypted message characters consisting 

equal length having consecutively numbered cells read 
ing from 1 to 9216, and a randomly scattered literal 

of alphabets, numerals, and symbols, comprising the steps encrypted Character of alphabets, numerals, of symbols, 
of: Within those numbered cells Within the matrix; 
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b. positioning an index pointer mounted on a sliding scale 
above the selected entry point cell, the sliding scale 
having literal characters of alphabets, numerals, and 
symbols appended thereto, providing literal characters 
to be encrypted above the selected entry point cell; 

c. selecting from the sliding scale’s literal characters, the 
letter, numeral, or symbol mounted on the sliding scale, 
to thereby be transposed from a literal character on the 
sliding scale to a literal encrypted character in a cell 
Within the matrix for use in the literal encrypted mes 
sage knoWn as a “one time pad”; 

d. descend into the matrix in the column in Which the 
selected literal character is positioned, stopping at the 
roW in Which the entry point cell is located, and at the 
intersection of that roW and column is the initial literal 
encrypted character of the message being encrypted; 

e. using the cell of the initial selected literal encrypted 
letter, numeral, or symbol, move doWn vertically one 
roW to the roW beneath that of the initial selected 
encrypted symbol, Whereby the symbol immediately 
beloW the initially selected encrypted symbol becomes 
the second entry point cell, at the second entry point 
cell proceed by positioning the index pointer mounted 
on the sliding scale above the second entry point cell 
then selecting from the sliding scale’s literal characters 
the second letter number, or symbol, to be transposed 
from a literal character on the sliding scale to a literal 
encrypted character in the matrix, thence entering the 
matrix in the column in Which the literal character of 
the sliding scale is positioned, stopping at the roW in 
Which the second entry point cell is located, choose the 
second literal encrypted character of the encrypted 
message from the same roW as the second entry point 
cell; 

f. proceeding in this manner from entry point cell to entry 
point cell, to thereby transpose any number of literal 
message characters into a literal encrypted message; 

g. and seeing that Alphabet Soup does not require priming 
by a key Word or key alphabet, entry into the matrix in 
this manner Without the selection of a key Word or key 
alphabet makes this a keyless system; 

h. and it is not necessary that the language on the Sliding 
Scale and that in the modi?ed matrix be the same, since 
there is Wide variety of languages possible alloWing for 
many and varied combinations in that the alphabets 
available on the Sliding Scale, in the language to be 
encrypted, for example Russian, and the alphabets or 
symbols of the modi?ed matrix be of a different lan 
guage, for example Japanese ideaograms, Which 
become the encrypted symbols of an encrypted mes 
sage; 

i. and in the case of creating an encrypted data-stream 
When the space bar or the carriage return are activated 
these Will create encrypted symbols in that data-stream; 

j. also in an encrypted data-stream, Where blanks appear 
they represent encripted symbols in that data-stream 
and Will be sorted out during decription; 

k. thus each data-stream is an uninterrupted continuation 
of encrypted symbols that upon decription is sorted out 
into sentences, paragraphs and Whatever other format 
Was typed during the encription of the message. 
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2. A conversion device, mounted in a computer system for 
converting literal message characters of any Written national 
language into literal encrypted characters in an encrypted 
message knoWn as a “one time pad”, this conversion imple 
mented by inputs to a computer system via a computer 
keyboard the conversion device comprised of any of a 
variety of types of ?oppy disks, CD’s, tape or hard drive 
memories, used in storage of computer programs, the con 
version device containing computer programs Which 
includes a matrix and a sliding scale used in converting 
literal message characters into literal encrypted characters, 
the conversion device accepting said literal message char 
acter computer keyboard input, and converting the input into 
literal encrypted character output, those computer programs 
directing the programmed actions Within the conversion 
device, Wherein the keyboard inputs are entered into the 
conversion device, Which conversion device thereupon acts 
in conjunction With the matrix, and the sliding scale, the 
matrix being prompted by the computer program to output 
a random encrypted literal character from that matrix, said 
encrypted output being a continuous data-stream of any 
length, the encrypted data-stream being dependent on the 
length of inputs, the encrypted data-stream output being 
maintained in a data ?le in said computer system, or 
installed on various media used for the storage of computer 
data, or said data-stream being forWarded to knoWn recipi 
ents via many different types of transport including hard 
Wired and Wireless systems, postal systems, or couriers. 

3. A computer program product knoWn as a one time pad 
generator, residing on computer useable media, used for 
converting literal message characters into literal encrypted 
characters, the literal message characters being input to a 
computer via the computer keyboard, resulting in a com 
puter output encrypted data-stream from inputs of literal 
message characters into the computer system, the computer 
program product comprising: 

a. program code means for providing a one time pad 
generator Which outputs a multiplicity of literal 
encrypted message characters; 

b. a sliding scale program, this program acting in con 
junction With a conversion matrix program, Wherein 
each entry of a literal message character contained in a 
data-stream to be encrypted, is programmed such that 
it enters the sliding scale program, Whereby, in 
response to prompting of the sliding scale program a 
companion encrypted character is selected from the 
conversion matrix, and; 

c. program code means for outputing an encrypted mes 
sage data-stream knoWn as a “one time pad”, com 
prised of all encrypted characters obtained from the 
conversion matrix, the matrix having been prompted by 
the sliding scale, the sliding scale responding to com 
puter keyboard inputs, and; 

d. program code means for decrypting encrypted data 
stream messages Which have been produced in accor 
dance With this invention. 


